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Local News
 

The Crimson Brotherhood claims the     
center of the Kingdom! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

The capital city of Karnack of the       
Barony of Caermoor in the County      
of Baern in the old Duchy of Peth        
has fallen to the Crimson     
Brotherhood. This is indeed a sad      
day for the Great Kingdom of      
Narrdmyr. The Baroness Katrina    
Lyron was able to evade capture      
along with a few members of her       
personal guard but the people of that       
city are most certainly doomed to an       
ill fate at the hands of the       
Brotherhood. What lays ahead for     
us now I wonder? The forces that       
were pressing against the eastern     
front of the city of Dagget have all 

disappeared into the night. One can      
only presume they fell back to the       
newly conquered city of Karnack but      
this is not proven fact. Crimson forces       
push against the city of Hannershire      
and the forces of the returned      
Duchess of Dynforth. With her     
ranks dealing with many issues     
including that of the Novashan, we      
can only hope that her forces stand       
strong. 
 
To the west is the capital city of        
Zavalla. Zavalla is claimed to be      
cursed and they have had no Baron       
in seat since Baron Henry     
Rotsworth died in 985. Although     
good people live there as well I say        
give them the cursed seat and let the  

ghosts there feast upon these     
relentless invaders from the south.     
Lastly to the north of Karnack is       
the proud city of Bearn. Many      
peoples have fled to this city and       
their walls are the tallest and      
strongest in the Kingdom. I fear not       
for this location as it is the Crimson        
Brotherhood that should be in fear.      
Bearn shall hold and of that I have        
no doubt. But like so many other       
places, the Crimson Brotherhood    
could just bypass it for other weaker       
towns. 
 
Let us bow our heads to the fallen        
that have gone before us and those       
prepared to follow. May victory be      
found and the days of peace return. 
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The Loss of Common Courtesy 
~Hostess Arrayal 
 

Over the most recent moons I have       
spent in Ilveresh, I have noticed a       
severe lack of one of the most basic        
common courtesies, a lack that seems      
to grow with the number of new       
travelers that arrive in this swamp. 
 
When I first came upon these lands       
several cycles ago it was common      
knowledge and courtesy to offer some      
silver, paper coin, or help with chores       
around a camp that offered you a       
meal if it was not group you       
belonged to, even if the group expected       
nothing in return. They were kind      
enough to go to the market and       
obtain the ingredients along with     
spending the time to cook the meal       
that you are consuming, so a      
kindness would be to return the favor       
in some way. 
 
Offer them a silver or two, some       
paper coin, or to clean dishes, chop       
wood, rake the area, maybe ask them       
if there is something else they need       
done. A meal may seem a simple       
thing at the time, but if you were not         
offered that meal, you very well  

could have gone hungry. Let us all       
bring back the courtesy that was      
upon these lands several cycles ago. 
 
His Royal Majesty Bashshar    
Smith of the Kingdom of Peth      
carves out new claims! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

His Royal Majesty Bashshar    
Smith of the newly claimed Kingdom      
of Peth traveled north under a      
banner of truce. 
 
It is unknown to us at the Mystic        
Quill the details of his departure      
from his stronghold but it would      
make sense to us that he travels to        
the capital city of Marketh of the       
Barony of Tageden to treat with the       
dwarves and Baron Robert Wylaan     
there. 
 
The lower half of Tageden has been       
in part claimed by the new Kingdom.       
With the troops disbursed as they      
are, these lands were fairly vacant      
and hard to control. Shall either side       
agree to cease aggression or is this       
an effort by King Bashshar to      
increase his lands without further     
loss of his own? 

~You Find Me (In Wyndover)~ 
 
Under these stormy skies 
When life is fading 
Where winter skies are grey There's 
plenty of time for dreaming 
I still keep coming here 
Familiar places 
I travel back in time 
Remember all those faces 
 
(Chorus) 
You find me 
You find me 
You find me In Wyndover 
You find me 
You find me 
You find me at the Whistling 
Sword 
 
Feels like I never left 
The Tavern is still standing 
Down In Wyndover where 
Dreams are never ending 
Hat's hung up on the wall 
Step up on the stage 
Calloused fingers on the strings 
Voice now cracked from age 
 
(Chorus) 
 
Under the silver moon 
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In this Wondrous city 
It’s heartfelt even though 
Life's not been that pretty 
I still keep coming here 
To this old tavern 
To find my roots back where 
The music lives forever 
 
(Chorus) 
 
(Bridge) 
In Wyndover 
At the Whistling Sword 
In Wyndover 
At the Whistling Sword 
 
(Chorus) 
 
The Duchess of Blackshire calls for      
aid, will Scotia answer? 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

With the capital city of Blackshire      
firmly under control, the Duchess     
Sarah Kantrill turns her efforts to      
the support of the cities of      
Hannershire and Elder Vale.    
Several scouts have been seen riding      
east to the Duchy of Scotia. One can        
only assume from this that the      
Duchess is calling for aid from both       
the lowlanders and highlanders  

there. It has been reported that the       
Duke of Scotia, Duke Ian     
MacGregor has called for a meeting      
of his nobles. 
 
If they join forces with the Duchess,       
it would give a great needed boon to        
the area and also may give the       
Duchess the forces needed to push      
north into Novashan if she so      
desired. After all, there is no greater       
threat than a woman scorned or so       
my grandmother always told me. 
 
Grey Thorn continues to defend     
against Orcs. 
By: Glen Deepfallow 
 

The people of Grey Thorn of the       
Duchy of Erin of the Kingdom of       
Narrdmyr continue their struggle    
against orc raiding parties. “For now      
I reckon our axes have shown them       
green skins that we are not going       
gentle like. 
 
We have shown ‘em that despite us       
bein’ simple folk, we knows how tah       
give ‘em hell. We got us fight left        
and if in the fight is what they be         
wantin’ then a fight they be havin’ :        
Gavin Mudpot.” There are many  

things I have seen in my life and        
this I know well, a simple farmer       
protecting his family, livestock and     
crops is a dangerous man indeed. But       
there is only so much so few can do         
against so many. I hope that help       
comes to these people soon or maybe       
the orcs will grow weary of losing       
and diminishing their ranks. 
 
Want Ads: 
Here Ye, Hear Ye, The most noble       
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh is now      
seeking and recruiting individuals to     
perform tasks that are numerous and      
beyond the capabilities of the offices      
of the aforementioned noted to keep      
in check and balance. These tasks of       
note and benevolence shall be in      
ordnance to include, but by no means       
shall be limited to or shall be       
strictly prohibitive of, such things as      
guard duties, light skirmishing,    
tracking, bounty collections, magic    
displays, recently deceased disposal,    
fire watch, bardic rhetoric, town crier,      
messenger, lighting town torches at     
the appropriate hour and other such      
activities in accordance due a station      
of relevant qualified or experienced     
individuals who shall conduct    
themselves through display and  
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means in accordance of the highest      
class of commonry to be an example       
to those for whom and for which       
these services shall reach out and      
impression. Those party or parties     
interested shall make their presence     
known to us in person and in name        
documented for record in Ilveresh at      
the tenth month festivities of year      
1016TM. 
 
Does the silence of Valvendenn speak      
to you? 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

I find myself wondering while     
surrounded by so much turmoil,     
whatever happened to the Capitol     
City of Valvendenn of the Kingdom      
of Narrdmyr and what surely should      
now be King William Ian     
Belthshazarr. 
 
When the Crimson Brotherhood    
broke through the forces of the south       
after treachery from the northern     
nation of Novashan caused our     
troops to break rank and flee north       
to protect their loved ones, the      
combine efforts of the Mantel and      
Temple Serinth hid the ways     
through the forest that surrounds  

the mountain range upon which the      
castle Valvendenn sits high and     
proud. 
 
But what now? Will the King      
dispatch forces to cut across to the       
city of Kossuth and then straight      
west to the Marwood forest thus      
cutting off any supply lines the      
Brotherhood may have? Will the     
King dispatch troops to the Duchess      
of Dynforth so that she may push       
the northern nation back into its      
place before they lay claim to more of        
the Barony of Wildemere and     
Gaelbahn? Will he dispatch forces     
to take back the key city of Karnack?        
Will he attack the newly claimed      
King Bashshar of the Kingdom of      
Peth? 
 
Will he at least make an appearance       
so that the good people of the       
Kingdom of Narrdmyr have hope to      
cling to in these dark times? For I        
am one of those people. I am one of         
those that see the Kingdom torn. I       
am one of those that needs hope to        
carry me. For now conviction and      
perseverance shall have to do. For      
now I shall do my duty, no, not my  

duty, what is right and just. I shall        
wait like the rest for your broken       
silence to thunder across these lands      
like a powerful storm lighting the      
night sky. The Kingdom of Narrdmyr      
will survive for we are strong! 
 
And so it goes... 
Rumor travels faster than people     
could ever hope. Whispers come from      
lands far away from Illveresh,     
whispers of restless creatures, of     
beings thought to be older than time       
itself. Rumors spread of how they      
have heard, and how they are      
listening, and becoming more active     
than they have ever been in centuries       
past. Something is coming, just as a       
rumor spreads like a wildfire.     
Curiosity may have killed the cat, but       
the cat wasn’t the only creature to       
hear the whispers. 
Cirle the Shade 
 
A Warning to Ilveresh 
 
Do not trust the songbird 
He no longer sings for you 
His song is carried by the wynds 
His notes cover up his many sins 
He will fool you with his charm 
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But in the end will bring you harm 
For on his wing he bears a mark 
Now that he sings for the dark 
Do not trust the songbird 
He no longer sings for you 
 
Tales from the Jade Isles - 02 

By Ma-Li 
 

This story may seem strange at first,       
but I ask you to read until the end.         
It began with a cat. It was a normal         
cat, at least as far as I was        
concerned. Brown and black with     
little folded ears, it roamed the      
village. I had seen it more than once,        
either getting fed by a kind shop       
owner or being terrorized by a group       
of children. No matter how you      
looked at it, it was a cat. 
 
Well, apparently this cat finally     
figured out that there were new      
people it could beg for food. We have        
rented out a small home for our stay,        
and it was to this house that the cat         
came one night. It was dark, and we        
had just finished dinner, when we      
heard meowing from outside the     
sliding door. Thomas went and     
opened it and said there was a cat        
sitting outside. I looked, and indeed  

it was the cat from the village. We        
have been living on very little since       
our arrival, so we had no food to        
spare. Besides, I knew that it could       
just go to another shop or house and        
get fed. I tried to shoo it away, but it          
continued to meow at us. 
 
I gave up, and we put out the lights         
to end the evening. As soon as the        
lights were extinguished, the    
meowing ceased. Thinking nothing of     
it, I went to sleep. Not long after, I         
was awoken by a noise. I couldn’t       
quite place it, but it seemed to be        
coming from the back garden area. I       
got up and opened the sliding door.       
The moon was full and allowed me       
to see the cat, sitting there, watching       
me. At first I thought my eyes were        
still blurred by sleep, but I could       
have sworn the cat now had two       
tails. Ignoring my sleep-addled brain,     
I told the cat to go away, that we         
had no food, and shut the door again        
before going back to bed. 
 
This was apparently the wrong move.      
Not long after I had returned to bed,        
I heard soft footsteps in the house,       
making their way down the hall. I  
 

waited, listened, and saw a shadow      
on the wall. It was a cat, except this         
cat did indeed have two tails and       
was walking on its back legs. A       
strange glow seemed to be emanating      
from the tail tips, and, very slowly, I        
saw that strange cat open my door       
and walk into my room. Its eyes       
glowed and the tips of its tails were        
lit up by tiny fireballs. 
 
Slowly, purposefully, the cat walked     
toward me in its strange bipedal way.       
It walked to my side, then up on top         
of me where it got down on all fours,         
turned around, and laid down with      
its eyes staring at me. I realized how        
very large this cat was, larger than I        
had realized. And heavy. Though I      
wasn’t going to tell it that. And if        
that wasn’t weird enough, that’s     
when it spoke. 
 
“You’re new here, and a stranger to       
these lands, so I’ll cut you a break.”        
the cat said. Turns out it was a        
female. “I rule the streets of this       
village,” it continued, “and when I      
want something, I get it. Otherwise...”      
Her bright green eyes flicked around      
the room before locking with mine  
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again. She waved her paw and a       
small spark of flame appeared  
between us, hovering in the air.      
“Otherwise things tend to burn down.”      
the cat finished with a wicked grin. 
 
Well, me being who I am, I know        
how to play with fire. And I know        
when it’s a bad idea to play with fire.         
This was one of those times when it        
was a bad idea. So I mustered as        
much deference as I could, agreed to       
always make sure we had extra food       
on hand for the cat, and silently       
hoped she would put out the tiny       
flame and leave. Thankfully, after     
hearing my promises, she did, but      
that didn’t mean I could fall back       
asleep any time soon. After all,      
seemingly normal animals wielding    
strange fire magic is not something I       
can easily ignore. 
 
Next day I learned from our      
interpreter that I had encountered     
Mimi, the nekomata , or demon cat of       
the village. Apparently everyone    
knows what she is, but they just keep        
appeasing her and let her go on her        
way. Apparently her being a     
two-tailed pyromaniac means she’s    
lived for a hundred years or  

something. Well she looks pretty     
good for her age. And now you know,        
if you ever travel to the Jade Isles,        
make sure you have cat treats on you;        
it could save you from spontaneously      
combusting.  
 
Celebrating the All-Hallows   
Festival, this month's card is: 
 
XX Judgement, Reversed 
 

 
 
With the setting Sun's last lights      
fading, the final steps of the Fool's       
journey make themselves known. He     
has faced challenges, hardships, and  

overcame demons and fears alike. His      
wounds are healing, the journey's end      
is on the horizon. However, what has       
past must come again. Before he can       
reach final closure, the past must be       
resurrected and laid to rest. 
 
When reversed, the card of     
Judgement changes its meaning from     
one of spiritual renewal and     
awakening, to one of redemption and      
atonement. The past has come back to       
haunt, and will not allow the Fool       
to continue until he has dispersed the       
shades and shadows that have     
followed in his path. 
 
The past must not be just buried and        
forgotten, but resurrected and faced     
once more. It must be confronted and       
judged before finally being defeated.     
This will bring final closure and      
allow for a true rebirth. 
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OOC News
 

The Crimson Brotherhood claims the     
center of the Kingdom! - Tim S 
 
His Royal Majesty Bashshar    
Smith of the Kingdom of Peth      
carves out new claims! - Tim S 
 
The Duchess of Blackshire calls for      
aid, will Scotia answer? - Tim S 
 
Grey Thorn continues to defend     
against Orcs. - Tim S 
 
Does the silence of Valvendenn speak      
to you? - Tim S 
 
Attention: Learn how to swing an      
axe properly! Learn how to remove a       
tree without leaving a stump! These      
and other safety instructions /     
demonstrations can be had by seeking      
out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord Sir       
Aeracon). 
 
Attention: Learn how to rid yourself      
of those pesky OOG headaches. Never      
have to walk through town again      
itching your head with your good      
sword hand. Stop degrading your     
services by starting polite 

conversations with “In-seuth”. Come    
seek out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord       
Sir Aeracon) in game and tell us       
your best joke in character and in       
period. You will be amazed at your       
abilities once you master this art.      
You will be able to approach other       
players with confidence and ask     
simple out of game questions whilst      
not breaking immersion. Challenge    
yourself! After all, it is your game       
that is at stake. 
 
How far is (Fenrest)? 
By: Tim Schafer 
 

This is an OOG instructional piece      
to describe the world we play in. 
 
History Committee Minutes from    
07/22/2001 
- We reapproved travel speed rates.      
They are listed at a proficient level,       
half for non-proficiency. Horse    
Travel – 40 miles/day, Foot Travel –       
20 miles/day, Wagon Travel – 15      
miles/day (need teamster skill – same      
cost as horsemanship) Modifiers    
(Weather, Road Condition, Traffic,    
Encounters and GM intervention). 
 

So I want to go to Fenrest in        
between events because I have heard  
of the city and it seems like the place         
to be. Well, let us look at a few         
things. 
 
First, the “as the crow flies” distance       
(straight line) is 22 miles. You can       
walk it in (22/20) or 1 day. But        
then you remember Fenrest (Monroe     
MI-ish) is East North East of      
Ilveresh through a whole lot of      
swamp (might need swamp terrain     
lore to go with that Wilderness      
Survival skill). Slogging through    
swamp with a full pack and weapons       
is no fun even for lizardmen which       
make their home there (both Blue      
Belly & Green Belly for those      
keeping track of such things). 
 
So let us travel southward along the       
roads to South Bay (Toledo     
OH-ish). Once there, we can travel      
the dunes along the shores of the       
Jaded Sea northward until we get to       
Fenrest. This is only a 65 mile trek        
with the last 22 miles of it being up         
and down rolling sand dunes. 
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Now I would rather walk sand      
dunes versus heavy swamps any day      
but still not a simple walk in the        
park. Remember those $250 walking     
sneakers you left at home last time       
because they did not fit your outfit       
and this time you said to hell with        
it, nobody will notice? Well try to       
get the sand out of those after a        
hard 22 mile march on the dunes. 
The point is you can see how       
traveling back in the medieval times      
was tough. 
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